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ABSTRACT
b+ b .+ b _JqW 2

This paper presents a fast recursive S (e3) = 1
— (2)

least squares algorithm for estimating the
X

i + a1e ±.. .+ a e
AR coefficients in an AR or ARMA model.
The algorithm is based on solving an over— The a and b. coefficients are referred to
determined system of "t" Extended Yule as the autoegressive (AR) coefficients
Walker equations for the "p' AR coeffi— and the moving average (MA) coefficients,
cients. Experimental results indicate respectively.
that the proposed algorithm is able to
provide improved estimates over those of Several procedures have been developed
similar recursive algorithms, at a compu— for estimating the ARMA model's a and b.
tational cost of an additional 2t multi— coefficients from a given finite set o
plies and 2t adds.(l) observations x(l), x(2) x(n). on-

line, or recursive procedures, form this
INTRODUCTION estimate in such a way that when a next

observation x(n+l) is measured, the coef—
In the past several years there has ficient estimates based on the first n

been a growing interest in developing on— data observations are updated in a compu—
line procedures for identifying the essen- tationally efficient manner. Usually a
tial attributes of a time series Ex(n)}. tradeoff exists between the number of con—
Often this identification takes the form putations required per update and the
of an AP.NA (p,q) model, or of two special speed at which the coefficient estimates
cases, the AR(p) or MA(q) models. The converge.
ARMA (p,q) model arises from assuming the
time series to be the output of a causal One popular strategy for obtaining
linear filter of the form coefficient estimates is to first estimate

the AR coefficients, then to use these as—
p q timates to in un obtain the MA coeffi—

x(k) = — ax(k—i) + biw. (1) cient estimates [l],[3],[4],[5]. One
i=l j=0 advantage of this technique is that spec-

tral estimates can be obtained by solving
where the series (w(n)) is zero mean, unit only linear equations. If this technique
variance white noise. It is well known is to be used, one must first determine a
that a time series [x(n)} satisfying (1) suitable procedure for recursive AR coef—
has its power spectral density function ficient estimation.

S(e) given by
An important subset of recursive AR

coefficient estimators are the so—called
"fast recursive least squares' algorithms.
These algorithms are computationally effi-
cient recursive implementations of a set
of off-line algorithms that are based on
the Extended Yule Walker (EYW) equations.
It is well known that the AR coefficients
of an AR11A(p,q) time series fx(n)) satisfy
the equations

(1) In some problems, such as spectral es— k>q (3)
timation, the MA coefficients are im-
plicitly determined by estimating a
set of related parameters, c.f. [1].
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where r(k) E{x(n)x(n—lc)} is the
autocorrelation function associated with
the time series. The first "t" of the
equations (3) may be written in matrix
form as

r(q+1) r(q) . . .r(q—p+l) a1
0

r(q+2) r(q+i) . . .r(q—p+2) a2

a
r(q+t) r(q+t_1). . .r(q—p+t) 0

or more compactly as
r + R a = 0

The given data set can be used to form the
estimates rn and Rn of r and R resulting
in the equations

+ Ra = e (5)

where the right hand side of (4) has been
replaced by an error vector en since the
equations (5) are not, in general, consis-
tent for t>p.

There are several ways to form the es-
timates and R. The estimates chosen
here are the prewindow" estimates

r =Yxn n—n

R = yTxn nfl

where

0
0
0

x (q+ 1)

x(n—2)

0 0 0
x(l) 0 0
x(2) x(l)

x(l)

x(n—q-l) x(n—q—2) x(n—q-t)

x = [x(q+l) x(q+2) ... x(n)]'
For the special case t=p, fast recursive
algorithms have been developed to find ex-
act solutions to equation (5) for both the
AR case (q=0) [2] and the ARMA case (q>0)
[1]. However, it has been noted
[i],[3],[5] that by choosing t greater
than the minimal value of p and by finding
the least—squared error solution for in
(5), one can often obtain more accurate AR
coefficient estimates. This paper extends
the applicability of the t>p estimator by
presenting a fast recursive algorithm that

is based on an approximation to equation
(5) for the case t>p.

Derivation of the Algorithm

For t>p, the least squared error solu-
tion to (5) is given by

a= (8)

whereX , Y , and x are given in equation
(7). I isdesiredto determine a + from

(4) a in a computationally efficienf'mAnner.
This can be accomplished by considering
the pth order forward prediction error
vector, defined by

fX =x +Xa (9)—p.m —n n—n

The (k—q)th element of fx can be inter-
preted asfhe error thatfesults from es-
timating x(k) by a linear combination of
the p most recent observations
x(k—l),...,x(k-p). When the AR coeffi-
cient vector (8) is substituted in equa-
tion (9), the resulting "optimal forward
prediction error vector becomes

p,n =

= (I_x[Z'X]Z'}x (10)

where Z = Zn YnYXn and X = X.
It was shown in [1] that a prediction

error of this form results from projecting
the vector x onto the subspace
M = span(column of Xnl where the pro—

(7a) jction is orthogonal to H = span
(columns of Z ).n

A recursive AR coefficient estimation
algorithm that is based on forming updates
of the prediction error vector is given in
[1], but this algorithm requires the non—
square matrices and Zn to be "lower

(7b) triangular" and Toeplitz, i.e.

(Xn)i,j = (Xn)i_j for i>j (11)

0 for i<j

(7c) and similarly for Z . Unfortunately, the
matrix Z = Y Y'X • not in the form of
equation1(1l). nIB order to obtain a corn—
putationally efficient recursive algor-
ithm, the matrix Z is approximated by one
which does satisfy (11). In particular,
define Z as

n

(z)11
= z(q+i—j) , i>j (12)

where
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xn =

(6)

0
x ( q+ 1)

x (q+ 2)

x (n—i)

0

x ( q+ 1)

x(n-p)

0,
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z(k) = [O,O,...O,lJYkYkxk
Substituting Z for Y YXn in eq. (8)

yields the AR coeficien vector estimate

a = -[zxy'[z'x
The structure of Z , now permits the

derivation of a recurive algorithm that
computes the exact solution to (14) at ev-
ery time n. This derivation follows the
one in Eli with Z replacing Y . The re-
sulting set of orer update an time up-
date equations are

fX _fXm+l,n —
m,n

fZ — fZm+l,n —
m,n

_xm+ln — m,n—l

= = x(n)C,n
z zf0 = b0n = z(n) n=q+2,q+3,...

=1
0,n

where z(n) is given by (12) and (13).
Note that z(n) may be efficiently computed
if the elements of the vector (Y'x ) are
stored and updated. The updatereuation
for the ith element of (Y'x) is

(27)

The element z(n+l) is then calculated by

z(n+1) = (Y1x÷1).x(n+1-q—i)
i=1

A total of 2t multiplies and 2t adds are
needed to perform the computations in (27)
and (28).

(13) The recursive algorithm may he imple-
mented using the lattice filter preceded
by a preprocessor that computes z(n).
This preprocessor section implements equa-
tions (27) and (28). The preprocessor

(14) represents the only difference between
this algorithm and the fast recursive t=p
algorithm [1] (in the latter algorithm,
the preprocessor was a qth order time de-
lay). The total number of computations
required to update the proposed algorithm
is 18p + 2t multiplies and 9p + 2t adds,
as compared with 18p multiplies and 9p
adds for the fast recursive t=p algorithm.

The autoregressive coefficients can be
recovered from the lattice coefficients by

setting A0 (z) A0 = 1 and by re-
cursively a1culatin for m=l, 2 p the
polynomials

(18) Am,n(Z)=Am_i,n(z)+z' °mn Am_l,n((29)

(19) m,n=m—l,n ,n Am1(Z) (30)
(20) The coefficients of A' (z) are the de-

sired AR coefficients atmme n for the AR

model order m. Thus, the recursive algor-
ithm determines AR coefficient estimates

(22) for the desired order p as well as for all
lower orders. This added advantage can be

(23) helpful in choosing the best denominator
order for the ARMA model when it is not

(24) known a priori.

(25) NUMERICAL EXPNPLE

In order to illustrate the performance
of the proposed AR coefficient estimator,

a spectral estimation example is present-
ed. For this example the data are gener—

(26) ated by

x(k)=20 sin(0.4Trk)+ 2 sin(0.5lTk)+w(lc) (31)

where [w(n)} is zero mean, unit variance
white noise. These data are recognized as
being two sinusoids in additive white
noise. The signal to noise ratios of the
sinusoids are 10dB and 0dB, respectively.

For comparative purposes, three sepa-
rate algorithms are used: 1) the solution
to equation (5) with t=p (Method A) 2) the
solution to equation (5) with t>p (Method
B) 3) the proposed algorithm (Method C).
Methods A and C have fast recursive imple-
mentations, and Method B is the estimator

(28) that Method C attempts to approximate.
For each method, ten separate spectral es-
timates (each using a different noise re-
alization) are generated to give some in-
dication of the average performance. 100
data points are used for each estimate,
the model orders are p=q=4, and for Meth—
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o
m,n—l m,n' m,n—1

—
b,n_lTm,n/Wm,n_l

— fX T /iin,n m,n m,n

(15)

(16)

(17)

— fZ /1]
m+l,n —

m.n—l m,n m,n' iti,n

=J —T I /um+l,n m,n m,n mn m,n—l
=CU —O T /pm+l,n m,n—l m,n m,n m,n

m+l,n = m,n — b,n_lb,n_l/Wm,n_l (21)

0 = 0 + fX bZ /im,n m,n—l m,ri m,n—l m,n— +bX fZm,n —
m,n—l m,n—1 m,n' m,n

+ fX fZm,n m,n—l m,n m,n m,n
Ui = + fX bZ /im,n m,n—l m,n m,n m+l,n+l
The algorithm is initialized by

0m,q+l m,q+1 = 0 m=0,1 p-l

t
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ods B and C the parameter t is set to 10.
Numerator spectrum estimates are obtained
by using a technique proposed by Kay [4],
omitting the backward estimates.

The resulting spectral estimates are
shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that
Methods B and C provide substantially bet-
ter estimates than does Method A. Methods
A and C have fast recursive implementa-
tions, and the improvement in performance
for Method C over Method A is obtained at
a cost of 20 additional multiplies and 20
additional adds per time interval.

Other tests performed to date indicate
that the proposed algorithm generally pro-
vides more accurate parameter estimates
than Method A if t is chosen greater than
p. However, unlike Method B, whose esti-
mates generally improve as t is increased,
the proposed algorithm seems to perform no
better for t above around 3p. In fact,
coefficient estimates sometimes become
worse if t is made too large.

CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm for recursively estimating
the AR coefficients in an AP.MA model has
been presented. Unlike other algorithms
of this type, the proposed method is based
on solving an overdetermined system of Ex-
tended Yule Walker equations. The algor-
ithm may be implemented using a lattice
filter, and its computational requirement
is l8p + 2t multiplies and 9p + 2t adds
per update.

Simulation examples indicate that the
proposed algorithm is able to provide more
accurate spectral estimates than the t=p
fast recursive algorithm (Method A) at a
cost of only 2t extra multiplies and 2t
extra adds per update. It should be cau-
tioned, however, that extensive further
testing along with theoretical investiga-
tion are needed to make general claims.
Some topics that warrant further investi-
gation include: 1) dependence of the al-
gorithm on t and the possible optimum
choice for this parameter, 2) the addition
of an exponential forgetting factor and
its effect on performance, and 3) a theor-
etical analysis of the convergence proper-
ties, 4) the derivation of an effective MA
coefficient estimator to use in conjunc-
tion with this or other recursive AR coef-
ficient estimators.

It is important to note that while this
algorithm is presented for ARMA models,
setting q=O causes it to become an estima-
tor for the autoregressive model. It was
pointed out in [1] that improved AR coef-
ficient estimation can be obtained by us—

ing an overdetermined set of Normal
Equations. The proposed algorithm with
q=0 may enable this improvement to be re-
alized for recursive AR identification
problems as well.
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Figure 1: Spectral Estimates for Two Si-
nusoids in Additive White Noise
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